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  Revision Worksheet 1.1 (Answer) 

Name：____________________ (  )               Grade ：______________ 

Class：P.5 (   )                                Date  ：______________ 

 

Rachel is reading a text. Read it and answer the questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Characters 

Host : Man, 30 years old 

Amy : Primary 5 student, 10 years old 

Mike : Primary 5 student, 11 years old 

Linda : Primary 5 student, 11 years old 

(music and clapping) 

Host : Good afternoon and welcome back to Fast Tasks, the game where the  

  first person to finish five tasks wins! Let’s see what today’s players have  

  done so far. 

(walks to a girl who is writing at a table) 

Host : Hi Amy! It looks like you’ve finished the first two tasks. 

Amy : Yes, I’ve already drawn a horse and made a sandwich. See, I’ve just  

  finished the Maths questions too. They’re so difficult. 

Host : How about the third task? Have you done the puzzle yet? 

Amy : Oops! I haven’t done that yet. I should do it now. 

Host : OK! Let’s talk to our next player. 

(walks to a boy who is writing at a table) 

Host : Hi Mike! What are you working on? 

Mike : I’m writing the answer to the last Maths question. OK! Done! I’m  

   going to start the last task now. 

Host : Great! Let’s talk to our last player. 

(walks to a girl who is making a paper doll) 

Host : Linda is already working on the last task! How are you doing? 

Linda : Just two more minutes and I’ll finish! 

Host : Fantastic! Who will win our prize? Find out when we come back! 

(music plays) 



Tick the best answers. 

1 Rachel is reading a ____ . 

 A. poem 

 B. play 

 C. story 

 D. report 

2 Which of the following is true? 

 A. Amy has already finished the third task. 

 B. Mike has not finished the fourth task yet.  

 C. Linda has just finished the last task. 

 D. All the players have finished the first two tasks. 

3 Why did Amy say ‘Oops!’? 

 A. The Maths questions were difficult. 

 B. She drew the wrong animal. 

 C. She did not want to do the puzzle. 

 D. She forgot to do one of the tasks. 

4 Which of the following hasn’t Amy done yet? 

 A. Drawn a horse. 

 B. Made a sandwich. 

 C. Done a puzzle. 

 D. Answered Maths questions. 
  



5 What is the last task? 

    

 A.  B.  C.  D. 

6 Which sentence is true? 

 A. There are three characters in the play. 

 B. Amy was slower than the other players. 

 C. Linda has finished three tasks only. 

 D. Linda is older than Mike. 

7 Who has just done the sums? (You can tick more than one answer.) 

 A. Amy.  B. Mike. 

 C. Linda.  D. Host. 

8 What is going to happen next? 

The host will ____ . 

 A. announce the winner 

 B. pick the best paper doll 

 C. taste the sandwiches 

 D. thank the students 

  



Sam Shui Natives Association Huen King Wing School 

2019-20 2nd Term 

Revision Worksheet 1.2 (Answer) 

Name：____________________ (  )               Grade ：______________ 

Class：P.5 (   )                                Date  ：______________ 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. 

has have 

hasn’t haven’t 

 

1 

 

 

A : Have you done ( do ) 

your homework yet? 

B : Yes, I have just done ( do ) my homework. 

2 

 

 

 

 

A : Has Kat eaten ( eat ) the hamburger yet? 

B : Yes, she has already  

eaten ( eat ) the hamburger. 

3 

 

 

 

 

A : Has Billy blown  

( blow ) up the balloon yet? 

B : No, he hasn’t blown  

( blow ) up the balloon yet. 

4 

 

 

 

 

A : Has Mike finished 

( finish ) his model yet? 

B : Yes, he has just  

finished ( finish ) his model. 

5 

 

 

 

 

A : Have you fed 

( feed ) the dog yet? 

B : No, I haven’t fed  

( feed ) the dog yet. 

A 

B 

A B 
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Revision Worksheet 1.3 (Answer) 

Name：____________________ (  )               Grade ：______________ 

Class：P.5 (   )                                Date  ：______________ 

Finish the sentences using the present perfect tense and ‘already’, ‘just’ or ‘yet’.  

1 

 

 

 
A : Oh no! Momo has just 

broken the glass. 

2 

 

 

A : Kate and Sam haven’t done their 

homework yet . 

3 

 

 

A : Look! Lily and Katie have already made the 

model. 

4 

 

 

 

 
A : Has Emma drawn the picture yet ? 

B : Yes, she has already drawn the picture. 

5 

 

 

 

 
A : Has Henry written  the letter yet ? 

B : No, he hasn’t written the letter yet . 

 

A 

A B 

A B 

A 

A 

( break ) 

( do ) 

( make ) 

( draw ) 

( write ) 


